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Albert Mobilio 

BOOT VILLAGE 

This is the hand that works all these 

circulatory tubes and wires 
This is what handles slowly the dial 
of explication which bears me along 
and along again 

Another slave to the mentality spree 

hangs his head among us--a rose glass 
fills with fingerprints he left behind 
Later, wind tears the streets of boot village 

and stragglers from plug-in scene 
can't find a match to fire up the furnace 

No one gets out of their coupe de ville, 
none of us sweats the soft-core pages 
But test lights flickering 

across your brow mean 
I've hardened that pharoah's heart of yours 

so you'll never believe this gripping, 
panoramic tale of how herons or snakes 
can bear souls aloft to market 

Then a gate swung through my one-ruled mind, 
through its rounded, swallowable sun 
and its mouth gone lipstruck 

down, all dented 
from smoke you feel colliding now 
An unfinished burning of whatever's saved 

used to blacken my sleeping hand and yours 
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. What changed your line of sight, 
steered you toward 
this smiler with a knife who punctuates 

the spirit job we might do between us? 
It's nighttime and we dig around its browned out, 
lacquered hours 

It's become my living life, the one I'd hope for 

back when I first started to experiment 
with the Alledged New Force. 

That's when I tore up our bed so I might finally 
feel some decisive, chemical twitch 
But I just wasn't smart enough to look 

away when those photos you took of yourself 
found their way to my dirty eyes 

That's why the meanwhile gang rode back, 
deliverance folding in upon their shoulders 
They will always work my wheels 
against yours 

and when the hand that works all these 
grows tired another kiss within me 
heaves off on its blind way 

toward no one 
And the gate swings and the wires hum 
and whatever I've done you tell me was done 

by me to you before waking 



ANIMA CRUISE 

Limbs greased with fear, these cartoon creatures scurry 
like dead leaves under storm bruised 
skies; so slid upon glass 

they are, you can't follow as they zing around 
that roomful house, blindly pouring 
themselves through a needle's eye. 

As the theme song wraps another hunt my fast 
twitch muscles fir in time 
to the xylophones. rm worn ragged 

from the chase yet unclutched 
in lung-seizing air. But Christ, that mouser who died in an egg
beater's roar, where mercy 
got thrown along 

with my skidding head, has sailed down, maybe 
for the last time. Or could it be 
somensmg 

waits for us, a raw breath heaving 
its way through wrung out fur till somehow love's bad screw
ing over is forgot & the world again 
is nothing more 

than one rat's living smell. 
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NINTH SELF PORTRAIT 

nimble was an exercise I passed, and now intention 

is to be depleted sensibly and often 

when I linger in the passageway between my relaxation and your sleep 

the numbers wander in like tiny episodes my mind would like 

to signify (my mind would like 

elapsive kinds of prose to taste like lemon butter (brother sister) 

comedy or baseline clarity (just now the pretty wind contrasts with 

windows rattling in response to half slammed doors minus the anger 

that accompanies such gestures in the films or fiction 

(I grow easily accustomed to a mercantile production mind 

without disturbance, feel gratitude for weather and predictables 

when they are samed against our walls 

(the lecture impulse has subsided (yesterday a pulse 

neglected to be seen, today 

the next-to-nothing-to-report slims down to 

zero actual occurrences 

I'm charmed by the unworthiness required 

to pacify some other world reputed to divide us 

from interiors as much our own as the pale rubies 



wanted in connection with somebody's watercolor 

of a pasture (or the sailboat of a reputation 

by my own admission 

CAST PARTY 

Signatures deny the skin 
Creased first drafts of amended 
Lack of thought. Premiere tautology 
Undresses with one nun (a contemplative) present. 

Meandering is sanctioned by the cleanest of authorities 
Who alleviate the riff from raff A fist of beads 
To drop into a lather. A bake sale 
Due south of bothering. 

She would swear the signals were not fetched 
By her near opposite. She would prove herself correct 
No matter what it took. She would peel 
A leatherette of skin from known consumptives. 

Maybe that's the hair part she was looking for. 
The quasi-sinecure nomadic technocrats would loathe. 
The rear admiral of drive-by tantrums 
Who would wield her words from her intentions. 
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EPISTOGRAPHY 

1. 

Strong to shake such fingers must be 
that timber, a circle of foolish things 

I think I said in my morning guess 
after chess' inebriated table. 

These are the phrases that haunt me 
with the frustrating circularity of 

a friend's hermaphrodite puppy, smart 
as it is. Let's dance to this alternate 

strain and lock ourselves in for 
a week's implacable deluge, regardless 

forecast or fortitude. It is time 
to renounce something! and I propose 

it be the answering machine, or 
our pet's best suit, the furry pants 

I insist on wearing to bed despite 
your luminous protest's ferocity. 

2. 

Spouses and gridlock and grumbling we shuttle 
between strategies of protest and heart 

damage. A particular susceptibility to 
discord in concordance with a failing 

memory to add or subvert. A lousy sense 
of axiomatic logic lost but not missed. 



"It was spooky," I said under an awning, 
"when the music started thinking for us," 

to no one but the rain or recollection. 
Any concerns about the condition of my skin? 

What else do I have to obsess over if not 
washing? I succumbed to the pressure 

reading a theory the size of a looming 
zephyr and found myself unable to decipher 

recent events or television. Occasionally, 
my books have their own oily blemishes. 

3. 

Suppose it is a day reckoning with lineage 
or linearity, thought like a garden washing 

us under it. Sequestered at the bottom of light, 
I wonder what whiskers mean what it means when 

a father takes a son somewhere to kill something. 
This is the shape of ignorance circling itself 

through the mud. The ultimate wallop. The long 
lonely song at the center of the definition 

of singing, so we play our broken strings 
on evening porches together and this means 

nothing more than what it is. Nothing more 
than a table dance means matrimony; call it 

pleasure. After all, can funeral music 
be played on a ukulele, air bubbles rising 

and empty, no more mordacious upsurging of earth 
to abrade them? It seems sensible to me. 
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4. 

And so it has all come down to this 
although we never wanted anything else, 

sending messages to one another and letting 
mayhem loose to reupholster everything. 

Like a dog with two tails 
our buzzing lights have trivialized 

the flow of becoming, but still I want 
you to remain, logically. Let's just say 

everything got strange when I climbed 
out the window and leave it at that. 

There is too much going on out there! 
And so we masturbate three times a day 

side by side, peruse the shattered 
refrains we have acquired to avoid 

our memories, listening to the mellifluous 
discord of a scrambled signal. 



Bernadette Mayer 

ANOTHER SMASHED PINECONE 

We start down the road 
another smashed pinecone! 
past a cock-a-doodle-doo 
he's greedily sleeping 
the pines are whispering to kids . . 
Ice cream cones Ice cream cones 
past the violent loosestrife 
by the hyssop 
its liverishly greenish-white 
inflated veined calyx sacs 
suggest tiny melons 
we think we'll start a fish farm 
to live ideally off the trout of no one 
in a coincidental dream 
noticed on the dock of twin lakes 
I drew the cabin's outline 
in a landscape later painted in 
all the hard parts could've been done 
when I was twenty-one so now 
I could be not doing anything 
the spotted touch-me-not 
of the touch-me-not family's 
just blooming & hangs about 
the prissy jewelweed ready 
for the fancy hummingbirds to get at 
the seedpods pop at a touch 
another smashed pinecone! 
everything has two sides or more 
including Lake Buel 
it's a lot of work 
having kids in the forest 
& in the city they outcrop unnaturally 
to emerge from earth 
like everything else does 
but snow in the jungle 
there's another smashed pinecone! 
there's still somebody else 
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behind every foreign curtain 
raking weeds on the swinging porch beds 
watching the big lake machine fucking 
the big machine is eating our sexes 
I see the machine again 
see it! it's the big one! 
another smashed pinecone! 
little you or I know 
walking by day lilies' 
unspotted blossoms, swordlike leaves, 
deranged with swollen eyes 
through forest by fern & mountain 
till like the leaves of a curtain waving 
lobed, toothed or entire (toothless) 
stalkless, clasping or pinnately compound 
basal rosette-ish, whorling or alternating 
palmate, ovate, lanceolate and linear 
both heart-shaped and opposite 
we get to our mailbox 
with our names painted on it. 



Standard Schaefer 

APPROACH 

(for Dennis Phillips) 

The glock stuck. The rain hypnotized the choke. She had a screw in her scalp and a pig 
in her hand. How long you need that? All night, I don't have, but tractors finishing 
figure eights in the sugar cane- I got plenty. Craving a shave and a smoke. Any day now 
I get this radio removed from my ear and a pack of matches. You need some? What is 
it? Hit. Hit of what, brother? Crowd. Sure, I'll take it. One? But it's so versatile. 

A cloud quivered here yesterday, but now's become unaccountable, he explains, We are 
well gassed. Z is vegetable, and T is eager with rocks in her eyes. You speak of pure 
thought and who this is for. And this one. Placing its feet behind point Q. Which is no 
balloon and no gunman but a leaflet in slumberous sleep and dropped by a bomber. 

Cannot approach the speed of light or the spine of a book although none of them are what 
appear. This is between me and you, this lilting. These folds, these stripes. Quite 
resistive, but arrested all at once. Was it the rind, the rime or the conjuction that 
occurred? Was it the preposition which appeared to hover in the chapel or stack of dishes 
warbling unwashed in the mind? We are knocking our heads against a yawning star. 
She says sometimes in her breathing, well it sounds at least like I'm sorry, and she calls 
us both Valentine. 

The cows, these permanent markers ali brown. My politics, you see, have gone all terra 
cotta. I crave, but the brakes are litigious. The national bank. The College. Solving for 
Y, you wake up walking the plank. Lack at this point is any need to own. Some call it 
consent, others treason. But just between me and you ... the college, the prison, the 
hospital of culture look equally, absolutely rhapsodic. 

11 
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WATER CLOCKS AND VARIANTS 

We found frigid actors with masks 
behind scenery of description, amid greenery. 

We were found inside the animal. 
Would it matter if it were a god? 

Don't answer ... 

Here is your so-called cosmic clock. 
It's a cricket in a Chinese urn. 

Each row of dead is further, presumably, 
from that cosmic event called The Beginning. 

Your plaintiffs reply to the void 
glimmered in pieces on a floor's mosaic. 

That is a cloud Seurat was studying. 
You can see a watermark on his page. 

Ideas of direction do away with the sky. 



EXTINCTION SOLOS 

Retread the underwater numen. Kiss the rumen. Rune's circle 
of oxygen. Rubato slides. Mercury rings and king's streamlet. 
Whoever said Swan To It. Commentary per foot-second. 

Falling into fable. As sheep, giraffes, deer mutate to. 
Planetary oxymorons burnt to xeroxes. Hewn to ice, how? 
Anglo-Saxon writhe of klaxoned sky with snow falling. 

Scoring semi-consciousness, existence falls out of sac. 
Cell bodies spin and orient towards spoken light. Panoply. 
Props to dissolve what earnest ends? Soma tic bodies. 

Globular clusters are capable of glycerin dissolving cities. 
Oils lift diddly-squat of the world. King's family. 
An empty house. Fortifications against matter brigades. 

Saw his halogen glare of fish-eye paintings. Bridging science 
seeing a prepayment of idea to form. Mind-warp varnishes 
Hokusai's forest scene where two women cross a loaned bridge. 

Toothy instruments lie about. Who can hold morphemes 
and phonemes with tongs? Continuous jig of the mesh's culture 
where everything alive rives. We listen for sonic destiny. 
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BYTIIE SEA 

1. 

Mallanne's thought traced backwards 
and then further back · 
left the speaker a phantom 

ridiculously holding a telephone. 

Sleeping inside the economy of words 
she finds the "inner surface" 
is an ecstasy of unknowables 

spurned by these shapes. 
Alien sponge. That's us. 

A pair of twisted tongs 
became the lobster 

in her grainy film. 

2. 

Missing persons try 
to follow these interlacing 
sentences that sentenced 
them to sit idly past. .. 

Chemicals make sense, 
illuminating the child's porous 

hands-on approach to science. 

A seagull scrutinizes his pail 
because it is densely meaningful. 

Screeching overhead. Demander. 

The flight is a holding pattern. 

She thinks the boy dissolves 
but he's marking her an amateur 

by accreting eccentricity. 



3. 

The brazen sea, so unruffled by figments. 

Here she turns and turns 
her silver bracelet 
that is winking back. 

Time ratios are deafening 
as the sea's sense of strategy 

Seaweed. Content and form. 

Her fingers interlace the child's 
there, in the foam, 
with his imitation of gulls, 
to the gulls, piquing them. 

Then shamelessly imitates her 
on the way home, losing 
everything of the world. 

He speaks like a grown-up, 
showing off his flawless 
mastery of filler. 
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Cybele Knowles 

SWIFT 

I might take on the aspect of a chandelier in flight 
but that he's by-that undeserving pauper, 
pinned with a tin badge and tottering under his crown of spoons, 
cordoned into a domain of old woe. This beggary 
runs into the future with the speed of a spark along dynamite fuse. 
There came a time of famine and embargoes, 
and now one wouldn't find a dustier interior in any of the dry countries. 
You can't know how I covet your richness. I have to make it up to myself, 
ribboning satin gowns in the imagination 
like I've seen sparrows do in the movies, 
magically fastening a party dress together with their beaks. 

16 



BAROQUE GRAPE FINISH ON GELATIN TOP 

In the back of our minds, the hostess--one of those inimitable Hokinson 
types, all embonpoint, cheer, and fluttering organdy. 

Any clever person can take desolate refrigerator leftovers and glorify them 
into a mousseline, or madrif(me. We know you too are capable. 

About Mint Julep: This drink can be superlative. And it is well, at this 
point, to remember, as the French say, "The good is the enemy ofthe best." 

The Chinese, while partial to Eggs Foo Y oong, are reputed to be 
connoisseurs of vintage eggs. But to us, no egg dish can be good unless 
"strictly fresh." Let us not say of an egg, like the curate breakfasting with 
the bishop, "Oh no, my Lord, parts of it are excellent!" 

Souffles have the same kind of life as the "breath" for which they are 
named, but with a predictable endurance for puffiness. 

About Waffles: You don't have to be told how good these are with syrup, 
honey, marmalade, stewed fruit, whipped cream, or powdered sugar. 

About pies and Pasties: Back in the clipper era, sailors brought home not 
only heart-shaped boxes crusted over with tiny rare shells, but the pie
jaggers they had carved to wile away the doldrum days in outre-mer. In 
Hungarian villages, no one considered a girl eligible for marriage until her 
strudel dough had become so transparent that her beloved could read his 
newspaper through it. 

Henriette's recipes make mouth-watering reading. But only a strongly 
intuitive person on speaking terms with his imagination has a chance of 
success. 

About Hash: Hash has its ups and downs. 

17 
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from EMPIRE LIFE 

Things are moved 
& lam in 

a room, seeing 
silent 

trees bend. That 
in, that out, 

with a favorite 
on, Webem. 

The next space 
to tum 

is that of speed, 
where the notes 

-have left you 
- are left you 

rushing for 
tune from tune. 



From a tough 
& forward 

planting/ 
traveling -

these little 
stabs which 

grow into 
a wheel. 

I danced 
between the 

spaces in the 
floorboards where 

they don't creak-to 
keep others' sleep-

having memorized 
the places. 
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To wait for 
the haze to 

have electric 
light in it, 

what would be 
arrival in 

that time 
& place-time. 

Such a 
portrait 

( unviewed). 
They would 

sit being 
not posing. 

I heard the 
likeness. 



Dodie Bellamy 

INVESTED 

And then there were those irreducible thing-presentations the silence of his cock despite 
my slurpings I had indications of reality, many indications: hairs gnarled beneath scotch 
tape, the blood of his gnawed fingers squeezed on typing paper rusty brown the mere 
momentary impingements of stimuli did not leave me cross-eyed he called me every 
morning, first thing, and then during his lunch break, and then at least once in the 
afternoon, we'd e-mail throughout the day, ten, twenty, sometimes thirty messages, if I 
didn't write to him by 11:00 a.m., he'd call to ask me what was the matter. In my memory 
his face and mouth are huge, his forehead barely present, his hand gargantuan and his 
genitals gross. He has a respectably large intra-abdominal area, but he possesses not even 
a trace of a brain area. PHONE SEX: he became a psychical callus formed through the 
use of my body, the telephone cord tracing my bony horizons, mouthpiece with its sexy 
holes little worm cocks pop through drill their way into my braincut his breath was 
heavier than my will, he'd tell me to touch my clit and my robot hand would reach down 
and probe, "Are you wet?" he'd ask. I always was . .MEETING: a somatization of 
psychical conflicts. Parts which can be seen or felt a constellation of holes spattered his 
yellow jersey shoulders, love birds pecked them, he said parts yielding sensations of 
perceived touch his ravaged fingers twisting my nipples, pretending to turn my volume 
up. He was my prosthetic god, his body extending well beyond its physical geographical 
and temporal immediacy, approaching omnipotence through his host of instrumental 
supplements, his ego aspiring. With every tool he perfected his own organs; motor power 
placed gigantic forces at his disposal, which like his muscles he could employ in any 
direction each key on the keyboard was an opening neither air nor water could hinder his 
movements; he corrects defects in the lens of his own eye, sees into the far distance. 
When he put on all his auxiliary organs he was truly magnificent, but those organs had 
not grown onto him and they gave him much trouble at times. His body image had an 
autonomous existence of its own and by autonomous I mean here curiously strong like 
peppermints. BREAK-UP: when the diseased boyfriend had been surgically removed it 
continues to induce sensations of pain in the location that the diseased boyfriend used to 
fuck. This can indeed be regarded as a kind of libidinal memorial to the lost boyfriend, a 
nostalgic tribute strongly cathected in an attempt to undermine the perceptual awareness 
of absence shit piss menstrual blood monitor hair vomit saliva toenails telephone skin
flakes spit sweat semen mouse: why is everything so fucking detachable. 
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Kevin Killian 

ARCHIE and JUGHEAD 

for Peter Mitche/1-J)ayton 

In the comic strips of Jamaica 
he's the slicker of the black 
two 

And then there is Betty and Veronica Lodge 
two sisters with different dispositions 

An old lady who is school 
for them 
One big bruiser who I do not like 
and his girlfriend looks like a grease 
pencil 

Put on some makeup 
Let us slide out on the streets tonight 
dripping in scent 
to walk from San Francisco to Sri Lanka 
When an ocean intervenes 
that is why we have skateboards 

My disposition is one of the sisters' 
Someone very active, not malicious 
And in reggae they say the constructions like 

ARCHIE (in bed with a book- Casino Royale, by Jan Fleming). 
I'm a white plate, smeared with jelly. My red hair's a bouquet of marigold, 
freckled flowers, and I'm totally opaque. [Book falls to floor.] Golly, Miss 
Grimsbee must have been a babe way back when. [Begins to masturbate, head of 
dick p eers out from above rim of jockey shorts.] 

JUG HEAD (under the bed). Arch, can I tell you something? 

Mrs. ANDREWS (calling through door). Boys, be quiet in there. Your dad's 
trying to watch WCW, he's got fifty dollars on Mosquito Mike. Jughead, there's 
cookies! 

ARCHIE. You must be in earnest if you turn down Mom's shortbread. 

22 



ruGHEAD. I read into your pale face the text of my horns. If you cared for me at 
all, Arch, you'd rub my root with your pink and white culero. Reading's not the 
same as living; it's more homosocial, vertical in state. Like a long nose on a 
lonely, panting dude boy. 
ARCHIE. You know who I'd really like to stick my wood to, is Ronnie. I'd get 
butt naked with her in a Riverdale minute. 

ruGHEAD. Lacan says, the man with the wire in his nose is the "objet-petit-a," 
the "object-little-A" That's the white, semen-like fluid through which desire is 
negotiated between skin and perception. 

ARCHIE. Yeah, Jug, know just what you mean. -But she's so rich, and lovely, 
and I'm just this middle class white bread with hair like a tangerine dream. I've 
got my spanking fetish, and this annoying opacity, and that's it. - 1 don't stand a 
ghost of a chance with a girl like Ronnie Lodge! 

REGGIE (appears on ladder at bedroom window). Pssssst! 

ARCHIE. What is it, Reggie? [Readjusts underwear.] 

REGGIE. Veronica's down in the car. She's bleeding - bad- from the nose. 
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TEMPLED 

Stupa tone locked cave light reversion dripping 
sill you crossed your pants and blew hung flowers 
off the fly rope tune whizzing knee you called, 
stooped before the phone your clocks gavel/sight 
intrusion/ /licking pills your closet-dance (few 
sung powers) cloth, eye gropes, your moon ("busy 
me") you fall, lone, loose ... 

NICK 

scores plate 
ample sand aspiration 

clue floss, groom 
(head's re doubt a gate 
(flavor of the floor( 



Marjorie Welisb 

A WORK 

1 

Left of the median, deferring, 

right serving the same silhouette: 

the silhouette of taking half, 

then half again, within 

a box, siring box-like 

textual symptoms most widely speculating 

on a set of fixities 

consuming prestigious amounts 

of interchangeable nature 

reliably modular 

weighing in modular 

dimension 

of fixed lust 

characteristic of the exterior 

boxes in series 

even as much of this ballast 

anticipates interior 

diction. 
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2 

Bow, divided from self, expects orienting louver. 

(Note the mortuary practices sustained.) 

Two pages-- the isomorphism is only partial, of course. 

Falling short is a prospect of a kind. 

Two pages from afar, "of the two malefactors who were crucified ... ," 

"We now follow the second procedure," he said. 

3 

Exterior dimensions invariable, 

interiors variably unthinkable. 

Exterior dimensions invariable, 

interiors variably thinkable. 

Artificial lakes 

artificial lakes 

to the left, to the right 

ordination of the interior. 



Garrett Caples 

SUNDAY MORNING SERVICES 

Those shoes aren't Sunday morning; they scream Saturday night And where 
were we, my dear? You say we went to the laundry-mat, to watch the clothes go 
round, and ride the quarter horse? I don't remember that. I do remember the 
merry-go round, the flared tonsils of its wooden snails, the Wurlitzer's open 
coffin where last week lay in dates. We danced one thousand dances in several 
two-act plays, til the mogul came running with blank check and dripping pen. 
That was no policeman, that was Mr. Metro, signing us up for life, and lucky we 
got away. We've tangos to tangle still, and castanets to clang; thank you, no. I 
believe we went to the Copper Penny and threw our two-cents in. I ate the blue 
plate sans enamel, and saved you the head of my John the Baptist. There were 
fortunes inside t One said: " Don't say Boo to a goose in this town, for fear of 
reprisals and rain." No one'd ever told me that. Afterward, feeling Italian and 
musical, we watched the angel chesthairs weave a rug at the Peck and Paw. 
Things got sketchy afterward. Now here we are, you in your sharkskin glitter 
pumps and I my left-hand headache, rolling to breakfast with unicycler dignity. 
Like the Pentateuch, you swept me up and wet my ashes into mud, and listen. I'll 
take the kiss of life anytime, whether I need it or not. At the breakfast place, 
we'lllie on the table like a pair of soiled doilies, and may be bussed with the 
dishes. We'll go for a spin in the dishwasher- we need to shower anyway
and stretch out on the rack, and the agreeable spatulas and asparagus remains 
will remind us of this moment, and that we are momentarily in a brief dream 
contented. 
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SCENES in the DARK 

1. 

I twist my ankles into shoes, and go for a low-down stroll, with my 
always-rings-twice fedora and dollar fifty lilac scent. I'm on my way to see my 
sweetie, and it's nineteen forty-late, after the war, and the sky is brimming over 
with all my cascading potential. Sweaters kept us warm, in their fleecy dyed blue 
wool. I have a scarf and a straw hat and pennant, waiting to wave them in the 
face of my gal. She's quite a shot of water. We're waiting for Cassius Clay to 
arise into prominence, then we'll go to the fights dressed in style. It may be a 
decade away, but we'll wait for it, and with it will come new accoutrements in all 
their finery. Hemlines will drop and the fall line will bring in wider lapels, a 
shambling usher of taste and hate. I'll teach her how to drive and won't it be 
funny when she backs into the lake? Crazy lady, I'll say; oops, she'll shrug her 
minty shoulders. But secretly each of us is harboring identical fears of a fanatical 
time, bound to hurl us into schism. What'll we be wearing then? Pigskin pants 
and dixie cup dresses? Swirling mitochondria with their stygian boots? It's bound 
to be something of the sort, something terrifying and exciting all at once. 

2. 

We, my dear, are the legendary hearts, not the wax and sawdust replicas of an 
earlier time. It is we, here and now, among the silent and watching. Don't stop 
too long; they'll start to ask questions, but we're panting from the cramps in our 
side. It's time to lie down and rest among the roadside thistles, and stroke each 
other's hair. And hope they all pass by . 

..., 
-'· 

The feel of your smooth, cold belly beneath the brushing of palms; a hand 
beneath your yellowing underpants. The coarse and wirey bite of strawberry 
seeds between our teeth; this is evolution for you. The marzipan of that princess 
cake we ate last night - it was cake from another era, you said, and we 
stretched our arms back toward the grey flannel suit and the chiffon ball gown 
behind the museum's glass case. We were suddenly back in St. Petersburg, a 
couple ofmasquers loitering, red-faced and sweaty, ogling the host's collection 
of rhinos by Faberge. You pinched my ear and whispered One day we'll live like 
this just as I was thinking Bohemian love. It's silly the things we tell ourselves, 
but it'd be worse if we wrote them down. 
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4. 

I bought her some raspberry ice cream~ it was a precious thing to do to the 
princess and the pea. I came to her apartments at midnight and made dark love to 
her, wrapped in a silky sheet of material whose exact composition I do not know. 
But how I remember the scent! Blue poppies, was it not, thieved from remotest 
peaks of Africa? The scent enveloped me and I felt I was floating, pampered by 
clouds and bowing servile attendents. DeQuincy used to feel like this, I'm sure, 
depending on the dampness of his cushions. If we never met again after that 
night, I'd've gone through the rest of my life with an atomizer made of onyx and 
full of this scent, in a diamond closet on a diamond pillar. Here would I have 
stolen every night afterward, for one squeeze of its bulb. To live the night over 
a gam. 
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Cole Swensen 

AUTREHEURE for Veronique 

shade rare 
plain sun 

rhythmic patches of sun 
in paths crossing paths 

we cross 
graphite on glass 

(made a painting of carried shadow) 
orbits 

(the shadow is an image of the real) 
around another pool 

(see a park) 
surround a fountain 

(chorus oftrees) 
(the shadow is real) 

such a thing as 

heading sky 

circumference of gravity: 
I have a friend who smiles 

And there are animals in the heaven of hands 
that come undone 
that come with us 

more incessant curves 
(astronomical garden built along the notion 

of an enormous camera obscure) 

prehensile 
palm 

one or two 
(where the shadow spreads in concentric waves to the uncertain limits 
of a world of them) 

filtered sun 
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I have a friend who laughs, you see, it is 
somewhere within a galaxy that has come to seem 

echo one echo two of fragility a fountain of glass 
the hand remains grazing air 
(reinforced the random effects of mirror) solar 
flare 

are waving: "heavenly bodies" curve away 
always 
gentle here - mottled sun and mottled shade 
and so much to look at in the spreading world. 
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Stephen Ratcliffe 

from CONVERSATION 

94 

waking up from the dream about making a movie, a line-up of people who will play the victims (chained) 
one of whom is "you" (thinking) behind the wheel of the truck, someone on the telephone in the same 
country (distant) saying specifically that he has done that thing with another woman, the man in blue 
pajamas looking back at the woman across a window that is itself part of the view (conception) of what 
he is thinking registered as not wanting to stand in any logical connection (inside) to her, her body 

say at dawn, the sky overhead also becoming blue (possibility) whereas in the painting it is missing 
(objective) above where he is facing her, his head cut (physical) described in response to that act 



95 

where the woman is looking across at him, her elbow (left) cropped by the edge of the picture subject 

perhaps to another reading, the play beginning with two people in conflict (logic) one of whom wants 

time to go faster, the woman holding out for more (veiled) when she opens the door to say the person 

he has come to see is inside (extended) then shuts it, the position "you" assumes connected to the man 

lying on his back (described) like this, traffic in the street a form of sound in the otherwise visual 

field whose structure includes the window between them, beyond which another window appears to be open 

(blue) to a place that isn't equivalent to this one, say where the second person is about to wake up 
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the way the dream fades when the person wakes, "you" in a chair (outside) co-ordinate with its subject 

in a sentence (incident) about the color of grass prior to how it feels, the relation between the man 

reclining against the person (logical) who is a physical picture of the body in space, extensionless 

as her foreann resting on the arm of the chair (blue) to the right of the w~ndow, across which (break) 

something about the posture of a man who remembers this detail (thought) confined by what he Dmagines 

she is thinking, the one who wants ~o be waking up before what happens when gEass falls on the plate 

(broken) or the tick on h~s arm injects a tluid that makes its skin sweJI, a car driving into a ditch 



John Lowther 

GUARDING THE ENCROACHMENT 

with a cobblestone wrapped up in it a simple plop 
up from it a man yelled 

& every wherefrom closed abruptly to enable 
loyal ripples 

to force this wet reply 
& introduce a dilemma into the muddied waters 

of mighty recollection. 

were you aware that some boycott more astonishment 
than wonder. while it is true 

that they are ways of lace graduation elements 
will hardly take kindly & no explorer 
will try to deny . it is also true that 

No 
amount forces 

. lean cruisers soon blurred into riders, 
last year just as this year & if those 

aforementioned 
cede the right to name It after authority . No force 

will establish this in the streets or clasp agreement, 
back of the waterfront 

. it is good & just & true & you 
have Congregation Roses .& applause 
like a lake or an ocean stretched 

where the opposite shore is the case 

withered 
in deeds 

:It 
is all the blocks looked at as if so much 
a Royal Sweetheart Deal with rocks slanted 

alike. as 
outward& 

rising establishing a force m song. 
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only 
Those who repair mechanical violins 

in the window (that none in these parts view through) 
& Any who see far out over the ocean 

the existing patterns of entitlements 
In a stuffy anisesmelling dump take a shot 
at the skyline lounge on my side 

of the surf farther on 
. There: a Struggle that will determine with one hand 
round a sticky beerglass 

A well milked drawl 

. te11 the frightful1y wild Not to be Looking 
Was able not to win . by power one wins. to be powerful 

in bright streaks through the beadcurtains, thoughts 
were administered to the books. & 
Heat, the fact that it was Brighter 

. draw Attention to owner's Titles against the wall 
arrayed at nothing : a dark speck in the water 

like an aurora, our electric origins. organs. its owners, 
First They Must Show that those left 
by the beerglasses on the oilcloth don't look wholesome 
Indicative of the nature of the competition by which 

title (in the morning sober-like) looked like 
a skinny evaporation of hopes 

. the Water couldn't take from others 
by way of their titles . a Uniform 
at the end of the street (our propaganda section) picked up 
a polemic which should give alms in this region of Doubt, but 

is unable to show a correspondence between 
the Muddy Water of the basin & the withered applause 

. It was noon. 

This was an Early Indication that atmospheric pressure 
& some as yet unaccounted for untrue 

compensation were responsible 
. It is easy to see, through the rubber rings 

of these binoculars 
. Therefore shed not what is found where left it. 
It detains the inevitable. It points north. 



Bill Berkson 

VOLITION 

He follows words and puts his thing to them. 
He chews the landscape to process. 
He is strict and bound to stand. 
He smacks of fill and compelling evidence. 

The field guide says there's 
a pond up 

the fire road in 
the birches. 

He is known for judging the lights before they are put out. 
On the ulterior of a live tree, a double door to you. 
He wants to know what hasn't happened. 

ALL MY SONGS COME UNANNOUNCED 

Holidays, you get your car washed. 
The hockey games, dickering puck. 
Crazy lady scuffs cement at the base of a former hill. 
Prices slashed. 
And the gone frog hollers "Limits!" 
What didn't happen once? 
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Clark Coolidge 
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THE DRIPSTONE DRUGSTORE 

He has filled in his mind with a sorting of the 
backlash candies. These boys who all fall in 
they don't know it, right? They want a pick or 
they want the sack or they want it all 
sloughed off in sheckel, apparel later 
and the like. Situational sod, really town. 
A blatter in the back and then what do we 
have to go kick them from? They pick 
up and sigh through the bars vent with it, 
candy kinds of parts that singing wouldn't dent. 
A cap to the whole pickle, slosh and all. 
Whooey being the top name to all that sort of, 
that eventuality. A house that's 
a hum then, sun in the basement. 
Crouchy old ticker, with a nip out the back 
for shuffling rage. Ninepin, and then 
"\cbe s:a:fery pin.s. C\o""bing Tack sort of kid 

with the hair on back, dip whatever it is in 
foolish, clatter-gemmy. So we all fall off 
blunt from thinking silent and there's these grounds 
in there, growths take and strew between 
all bloomy and reckless. I was crowded out 
of the rest, tell you about it, gone. 

We kept on, seeing street fights under street lights. 
Seperation market with a load undue. Crash of 
face 'tween gums and the stares come untied. 
Place of all bumps beside chairs semirigid. 
Said we all come in here, place of liars, 
thread our ways. The keeper is mask hard, 
bright out here, tight as a semblance. Then 
the glows come, pin enough to choose them. 



And he said, why do you 
come round then, if it's not 
to get molded. 
And the wood left for gun, parcel for feelers, 
sorts of rung. Fear I couldn't stay you 
this huge kind of loud com sack, keep 
back. It hands its heads to ounceless interests. 
And shamble, and deal sampled, and high as 
its wooze in landed entries. We caught 
back from it, diceless from them, corky 
peed cephalopodish rurnming in rheumatiz. 
Down to it, mate, it's cork awful. As 
cone in its light as shorn cob. Like you 
shied wax through all lath and slapped it 
shut forever. Once admitted to a crow 
shout over around that place, after 
weaning the boys of all backroom. They 
had it fused with stare. But soon all 
short time will shunt and buckle, and 
icing-clad the birds'll fly. We'll 
home on the void left sheer to us. 
Vibrant as mock and spat as the bulb. 
The shock funnel strung as tonguey. 
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John Yau 
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DEAREST REINDEER 

1) 

Santa and Satan have had the same letters for so long 
neither one of them knows anymore 

which red suit is ripe for all occasions. 
When they go out on an errand (merciful or otherwise), 

long gray gunnysack gripped fast and tight (imagine neck) 
in hammy hands 

I bounce out of the root cellar 
faster than a speeding cop 

and begin rummaging through every crammed annorie. 
I like what them old cowpokes used to wear 

back in the days of blue butterflies and moonlit prairies 
when tired homesteaders 

clad in flannel flappers, 
crisp flies lining their dusty cuffs, 

lugged their big tummies over to the potbelly stove, 
turned and wanned their greasy butts. 

I'm hunting for the one that grips me 
like the glove 

that reached down and brought me 
into this bargaining world. 



2) 

During all these centuries of gainful servitude 
I've learned that lucidity 

isn't all that it's cracked up to be. 
Now that we've entered the final stages of our planning, 

each gift has to be properly delivered 
to the right destination. 

I'm a seasoned bagger; 
I plunge every surprise into utter darkness 

where it sits and waits (imagine duck hunter) 
for fat fingers to rip away the wrapping. 

Some scream, 
others howl. 

It doesn't much matter who gets what 
when wizened faces begin crowding around 

an empty frame. 

3) 

Listen my little bug breath, sad fornicator, 
lost loaf, sagging dump, adjustment counselor, 

this is how it goes. 
Dear Nicky, Picky, Dickie, and Wicky, 

not to mention Vicky, Sticky, and Boog 
when will you stop writing us letters 

detailing all your pathetic little wishes? 
How many are you going to have 
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before you run out of scrawny digits? 
Don't you know they stopped listening 

back in the days of chastity belts and cheap metal suits? 
Yes, I'm speaking to all of you when I say this: 

It is time you started browsing elsewhere, 
like maybe the big shiny waterproof mall 

plunked down on the abandoned landing strip 
(Imagine food from every civilized nation) 

you claim to avoid 
lest your educated neighbors 

think less of you. 
Don't go worrying your dented noggin over this, 

but they can't think much less of you 
than they already do. 

It's a mathematical impossibility (Remember Zeno's paradox). 
All you would have to do is read the letters, 

which keep flooding our kangaroo mailbox. 
All their wishes are directed toward you. 

I can't imagine it happening to a nicer guy. 



Peter Ganick and Sheila E. Murphy 

from -OCRACY 

Part 3 

apex of an era follows either simmering or a retreat from frostbite 
heady little winters linger in enjambment 
mint condition is a prize or punishment in context 
of the sediment and fluency and put-together 
confines that mesh syntax with light 
whose poise maybe meanders to a space 
the brain had near the thumbs 
or that fingers Olivetti-ed in a swoon 
approximating all rejuve and maintained 
jaunty rope tricks slide their way into 
hypotheses as if to break them down into 
a level confidence that folgers us back into 
houses we'd constructed of a prior frame 
we've vaulted out of in the proceeds of astonishment 

tyrants artlessly devour mentors 
thoughtlessly spear dieticians 
moving through the harbored portions of fear 
while deftly assuming no ultimatum 
will scold bingo-playing church-goers ... 
dreary advice columnists arrive later than 
the poison-pen anarchists that suffer to 
engrave upon the hearts of the multitude 
a mercy complete with heartache 
noisy with tympani and trumpets ... 
the hamstrung spot-chaser reels in time 
from the marvellous ocean of sighs ... 

amassed features offered in silence 
react visibly with a routine of dreamed lips 
undulating over a roseate memory 
prize of time should changelessly trash chords 
whose night rolls around asking you: 
is the echo of despair abnormally financial? 
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Contributors Notes 

Albert Mobilio's book, The Geographies is out now from Hard Press. He lives in 
New York City. 
Sheila E. Murphy dwells within Phoenix; has work in The Gertrude Stein 
Awards in Poetry. 
Jay Dillemuth lived in Providence and has now returned home to San Francisco. 
Bernadette Mayer's books include Memory and The Desires of Mothers to 
Please Others in Letters. She lives in New York City. 
Standard Schaeffer is the editor of Rhizome magazine. 
W. B. Keckler is from Pennsylvania. Poems can be found in Sulfur and First 
Intensity. 
Cybele Knowles lives in San Diego with work appearing in The Prose Poem and 
Asian Pacific American Journal. 
George A.\bon write~ from San. rranc\~co. 
Dodie Bellamy is the director of Small Press Traffic in San Francisco. Her work 
has been published by Hanuman, Talisman, and Leave Books. 
Kevin Killian's newest book, Little Men, for which he won a PEN award, is out 
from Hard Press. He recently produced a Raymond Pettibon play at New Langton. 
John M. Bennett directs Luna Bisonte Productions in Columbus, Ohio. 
Marjorie Welish lives in New York City and is a correspondent for Sulfur. 
Garrett Caples resides in Berkeley. He has poems in Juxta and reviews in 
Rhizome and Lingo coming soon. 
Cole Swensen's books include New Math andNumen. Her translations of French 
poetry have appeared in Exact Change Yearbook and Avec. 
Stephen Ratcliffe is the publisher of A venue B Books. 
John Lowther is the editior of SYN!TACITICS out of Atlanta. 
Bill Berkson has published several books including Lush Life and Saturday 
Night. He lives in San Francisco. 
Clark Coolidge's vast output contains such tomes as The Crystal Text and Keys to 
the Caverns. He lives in Massachusetts. 
John Yau is an art critic and poet whose newest book is Forbidden Entries. 
Peter Ganick is the publisher of Potes and Poets Press. 

A Message from your Editor: You, readers! We need your support! 
Subscriptions and donations are not only welcome but direly needed in order to 
continue. If you like what we're doing, please send us tangible evidence of your 
desire to see us go forward. 

Subscriptions: $13.00 for three issues. $4.00 per issue plus $1.50 U.S. postage. 
Please make checks payable to Brian Lucas. No, there is no private jet! 
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